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 On Windows and Linux, Rebelle 3.1 includes improved support for OpenGL and Raspberry Pi support. Problems that may affect installation of Rebelle 3.1 on some hardware systems include: PC speakers (audio output) may fail to work on Linux because of the support of Rebelle's HDMI output. Rebelle 3.1 does not work on Raspberry Pi 3 devices if the hardware drivers were updated after
installation. This is due to a bug in the OpenGL driver used by the HDMI output. This issue can be solved by disabling HDMI output in the settings, removing the V4L2K, PiBMC or PiWMI drivers, and re-enabling HDMI. On Linux, the standard V4L2 driver will no longer work if there are V4L2K, PiBMC, or PiWMI drivers loaded. This is because Rebelle's default output is a V4L2K, PiBMC or

PiWMI device, so the existing V4L2 driver will conflict with the new output. Raspberry Pi 3 devices may fail to recognize Rebelle's output while the Raspberry Pi 3 console is booted (via the Raspbian console). This is due to a bug in the OpenGL driver used by the HDMI output. This issue can be solved by disabling HDMI output in the settings. Rebelle was designed to make a high quality GUI for
Raspberry Pi. Rebelle is a Qt-based application, therefore runs on any Linux or Raspberry Pi Operating system, and on Windows operating systems including Windows 8 and 10. In addition, Rebelle 3.1 includes many improvements and new features including: Linux Audio Support: Rebelle 3.1 supports more platforms than Rebelle 2.5. For example, Rebelle 3.1 now includes support for Raspberry Pi.

Tablet interface: the tablet interface is now available on Windows. Raspberry Pi 2 hardware detection: Rebelle now detects Raspberry Pi 2, 3, and 4 devices, as well as the Raspberry Pi Compute Module 3. Pi 3D Support: Rebelle can now run in 3D mode on Raspberry Pi 3. Improved subtitle support: subtitles are now automatically synced between subtitle files and video files. Improved UI and
Hardware detection: better support for various displays, including Ultra-Wide displays. Numerous bug fixes and improvements. Other important changes include: Nvidia Jetson (Tegra) support. Raspberry Pi 3 support. More space on Raspberry Pi 82157476af
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